DEPLOYMENT INSTRUCTIONS:
1. PULL PIECE 1 & 2 ACROSS THE GRAIN PILE AT ABOUT 1/6 OF THE LENGTH FROM THE STARTING END
2. FLIP TOP LAYER OF PIECE 1 AND PIECE 2 THEN FASTEN THE RAINFLAPS™ FROM EACH PIECE
3. WHILE HOLDING PIECE 2 PULL PIECE 1 TO THE STARTING END OF THE BUNKER
4. UNFOLD PIECE 2
5. PULL PIECE 3 ACROSS THE GRAIN PILE, ATTACH ITS RAINFLAP™ PILE TO PIECE 2's RAINFLAP™ HOOK
6. UNFOLD PIECE 3 (continued on Page 2)

FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS VISIT ravenefd.com/installation
DEPLOYMENT INSTRUCTIONS; (continued)
1. PULL PIECE 4 ACROSS THE GRAIN PILE, ATTACH ITS RAINFLAP™ PILE TO PIECE 3's RAINFLAP™ HOOK
2. UNFOLD PIECE 4
3. PULL PIECE 5 ACROSS THE GRAIN PILE, ATTACH ITS RAINFLAP™ PILE TO PIECE 4's RAINFLAP™ HOOK
4. UNFOLD PIECE 5
5. PULL PIECE 6 ACROSS THE GRAIN PILE, ATTACH ITS RAINFLAP™ PILE TO PIECE 5's RAINFLAP™ HOOK
6. UNFOLD PIECE 6 TO THE FINISHING END OF THE BUNKER

FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS VISIT ravendf.com/installation